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Obama wins N C primary; Clinton leads in Indiana
David Espo and Liz Sidoti

Go online to read the
Mustang Daily blog and
see what our reporters
and editors are thinking.
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Animal science freshman Akane Gunterman (left) and food science freshman Gina Iliff (middle
left) take a look at the information available at the Pride Center’s booth in the UU Tuesday.

Cal I’oly students can expect to see a host of new
police measures designed to crack down on parties m
their residential neighborhoods when school starts up
in tall 20UH.
Thanks to Measure Y, the half-cent sales tax measure
passed in November 2(M)6 and implemented in April
2007, the San Luis Obispo Police Department has been
able to hire six new law enforcement officers and is
recruiting one more.
At a special city council meeting held Tuesday at
City Hall, police Chief Deborah Linden detailed the
police department’s plans to use these new officers.
Her primary concern? Improve neighborhood well
ness, or — as Cal Poly students might see it — crack
down on loud parties.
The plan is to create “neighborhood teams” of of
ficers that travel residential neighborhoods from late af
ternoon until 3 a.ill. the following morning, Thursday
through Saturday.These specially trained officers would
be assigned to different neighborhood beats to develop
relationships with the communities in that beat.
“We created these neighborhood teams with the
mission to work proactively with the residents and im
prove their quality of life and decrease disturbances,”
Linden said.
The main problems she cited were loud music, par
ties and alcohol violations, though she also mentioned
automobile burglaries and theft as issues to be devel
oped.
Linden hopes that these neighborhood teams can
stop pmblems before they start.
“If we find out that someone is hosting a party,
through passing out flyers or bringing alcohol into
their homes, we want the officers to talk to them early
about noise and alcohol restrictions before a problem
occurs,” she said.

INDIANAPOLIS —
Barack
Obama swept to victory in the North
Carolina primary Tuesday night and
declared he was closing in on the
Democratic presidential nomination.
Hillary Rodham Clinton led narrow
ly in Indiana, struggling to halt her
rival’s march into history.
“Tonight we stand less than 200
delegates away fixYiii winning the
Democratic nomination for president
of the United States,” Obama told a
raucous rally in Raleigh, N.C. — and
left no doubt he intended to claim
the prize.
He said it appeared Clinton had
won Indiana’s primary. Thousands of
votes had yet to be counted, princi
pally in Lake County, a heavily black
area not far from Obama’s home city
of Chicago.
Returns frmn 62 percent of North
Carolina precincts showed Obama
was winning 56 percent of the vote
to 42 percent for Clinton, a tri
umph that mirrored his earlier wins
in Southern states with large black
populations.
Obama won at least 40 delegates
and Cdinton at least 31 in the two
states, with 116 still to be awarded.
That made Indiana a virtual mustwin Midwestern state for the former
first lady, hoping to counter Obama’s
persistent delegate advantage with a
strong run through the late prinia-

ries.
There, returns from 70 percent of
the precincts showed Clinton with
52 percent of the vote to 4H percent
for Obama.
Voters in both states fell along ra
cial patterns long since established in
a marathon race between the nation’s
strongest-ever black presidential can
didate and Its most formidable female
challenger for the White House.
The economy was the top issue
by far in both states, according to in
terviews with voters as they left their
polling places.
Two weeks after a decisive defeat
in Pennsylvania, C'lhama sounded in
creasingly like he was looking for
ward to the fall campaign.
“This primary season may not be
over, hut when it is, we will have to
remember who we are as Democrats
... because we all agree that at this de
fining moment in history — a mo
ment when we’re facing two wars, an
economy in turmoil, a planet in peril
— we can’t afford to give John Mc
Clain the chance to serve out Cíeorge
Bush’s third term,” he said.
Obama was gaining more than 90
percent of the black vote in Indiana,
while Clinton was winning an esti
mated 61 percent of the white vote
there.
In North C?arolina, Clinton won
60 percent of the white vote, while
Obama claimed support from rough
ly 90 percent of the blacks who cast
ballots.
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Precinct worker Pat Bartels helps Julie Jacobs sign in to vote as she bal
ances her daughter Brooklyn, I, on Tuesday in Garrett, Ind.
Obama’s delegate haul edged him
closer to his prize — 1785.5 to 1,639
for Clinton in The Associated Press
count, out of 2,025 needed to win
the nomination.
He has long led Clinton among
delegates won in the primaries and
caucuses, and has increasingly nar
rowed his deficit among superdele-

gates who will attend the convention
by virtue of their stats as party leaders.
The AP tally showed Clinton with
269.5 superdelegates, and Obama
with 255.
The impact of a long-running
controversy over Obama’s former
sec Primaries, page 2
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pastor, the Kcv.Jerc*miah Wright, was ditVicult to mea
sure.
In North C'arolina, six in 10 voters who said
Wright’s incendiary comments aO'ected their v'otes
sided with Cdinton. A somewhat larger percentage of
voters who said the pastor’s remarks did not matter
supported Obama.
The effect of Clinton’s call for a summertime sus
pension of the federal gasoline tax — which domi
nated the final days of the two primaries — was im
possible to judge.
The questionnaire used to learn about voter moti
vation did not include any questions about the gaso
line tax.
In Indiana, about one in five voters said they were
independents, an additional one in 10 said Repub
lican. Only Democrats and unafTiliated voters were
permitted to vote in North Carolina.
Voting 111 Indiana was carried out under a state law,
recently upheld by the Supreme Court, that requires
voters to produce a valid photo ID. About a dozen
nuns in their 80s and 90s at St. Mary’s Convent in
South Bend were denied ballots because they lacked
the necessary identification.
Obama began the day with 1,745.5 delegates, to
1,608 for Clinton.
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Both races were dominated in the final days by
Clinton’s call for a summertime suspension of the fed
eral gasoline tax, an issue that she created after scoring
a victory in the Pennsylvania primary two weeks ago.
t'lbama ridiculed the proposal as a stunt that would
cost jobs, not the break for consumers she claimed.
The two rivals dug in, devoting personal campaign
time and television commercials to the issue.
Indiana had 72 delegates at stake, and Clinton pro
jected confidence about the results by arranging a
primary-night appearance in Indianapolis.
North Carolina had 115 delegates at stake, and
Obama countered with i rally in Raleigh.
Obama leads Clinton in delegates won in primaries
and caucuses. Despite his defeat two weeks ago, he has
steadily whittled away at her advantage in superdel
egates in the past two weeks, and trails 269.5 to 255.
Clinton saved her candidacy with her win in Penn
sylvania, and she campaigned aggressively in Indiana
in hopes of denying Obama a victory next door to his
home state of Illinois. Indiana is home to large num
bers of blue-collar workers who have been attracted
to the former first lady, and she sought to use her call
for a federal gas tax holiday to draw them and other
economically pinched voters closer.
Inevitably, the issue quickly took on larger dimen
sions.
Obama said it symbolized a candidacy consisting
of “phony ideas calculated to win elections instead of
actually solving problems.’’
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Additionally, thanks to Measure
Y, otTicers would be paired with the
workers of the Student Neighbor
hood Assistance Program (SNAP)
program. The SNAP program sends
out students from Cal Poly or Cuesta College to deal with noise com
plaints Thursday through Saturday
nights. This effort would decrease
the SNAP workload, which is often
backlogged during peak hours, ac
cording to Linden.
This new plan would also enable
police officers to issue noise viola
tions to residents without a com
plaint being called on them. Exist
ing regulations require a citizen to
call the police station and complain
before an officer can issue a cita
tion. But if Linden’s plan takes ef
fect, an officer simply driving by a
loud party can stop in and ticket the
revelers.
“No warning” periods may also
be implemented. Currently, the po
lice department issues noise viola
tors a warning before a ticket. But
according to Linden, that is simply
a procedure, not a rule. Certain

weekencis out of the year will be
designated as “no warning” periods,
where police officers will issue a
citation to noise violators the first
time they are called.
These “no warning periods” will
be announced in advance, however.
“We aren’t trying to ambush stu
dents here,” Linden said. She added
that all these plans had been pre
sented to student groups, including
the Associated Students Inc. Board
of Directors, and have received no
concerns.
The San Luis Obispo City
Council expressed support for Lin
den’s plan and thanked local citi
zens for passing Measure Y. While
the new officers train during sum
mer, the full effects of the new plan
will probably not be seen until fall
quarter.
Brett Cross, a member of San
Luis Obispo’s Residents for Quality
Neighborhoods, thinks that these
measures will help residents and
students.
“We’re hoping that increased
police presence will help with noise
complaints and issues such as as
sault,” he said. “It’s a quality of life
issue for everyone, both residents
and students.”
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Find candidate statements, voter info and more at:

asi.calpoly.edu/electif
Presidential Candidates
Angela Kramer
College o f Liberal Arts

Arvand Sabetian
College o f Engineering

Melissa Lema
College o f Agriculture, Food and
Environmental Sciences

The llling period for ASI Elections has oITicially
closed. If you are interested in being a write-in
candidate and participating in campaign
activities, come to UU212 to register.

ASi will be every student’s connection
to the ultimate college experience

Board of Directors
College of Architecture and
Environmental Design
Sean Christy
Katie Groth
Peter Kim
Theresa Swen
College of Agriculture, Food
and Environmental Sciences
Brandon Banner
Daniel Bays
Megan Brownell
Wes Carlson
Shawn Cooper
Richard Darrach
Michael Kent
Patty Lev
Josh Little
Matthew Melendrez
Ashli Middleton
Lucas R. RossMerz
Kelsey Rugani
Nate Sandler

College of Engineering
Matt Agnitch
Jonathan Bonilla
Stephen Grider
Alyssa Habing
Laura Ashley Harris
Max Meeker
Andrea Schmidt
Kaitiin Spak
Russell Taylor
Brett Wellman
Kelley Wigton
College of Business
Laura Gunderson
Nima Salke
Jesse Schwartz
Ashley Singer
Lauren West

College of Science and
Mathematics
Phil Dirlam
Josh Lazarus
Adam Marre
Mortay Mendoz.a
Sunil Patel
Ryan M. Ward

College of Liberal Arts
Christina Chiappe
Kayvan Chinichian
Kelly Griggs
Jen Hajar
Sara Hunt
Jenn Ledbetter
Aria Niazi
Jessica Patton
Kendra Searle
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“How influential is the ASI president?"

7

Ck)inpilcd and photographed by Dustin Stone
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“ I know who’s running, but I
don’t know what duties they
have.”

“ Other than what I’ve read
in the paper, I haven’t really
seen a presence of the ASI
president.”

— Spenser Widin,
biology sophom ore

“ I would say the office has
minimal influence. In the
four years I’ve been here,
the promises have all either
been broken or coincidentally
already in progress.”

— Zach Steeber,
civ il e n g in e e rin g fre sh m a n

‘I actually don’t know what
the ASI president does."

— K endra N om oto,
g ra p h ic co m m u n ic a tio n
so ph om o re

— Jordan Dorenfeld,
business ju n io r
•-»•-o
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Dietitian hired to arrest officer obesity
Shaya Tayefe M ohajer
ASS(K IM H ) PKKSS

Rana Parker tells pudgy police they have
the right to remain chubby, but it can and
will be used against them on the streets ot
Los Angeles.
The dietitian lays down the law Lor re
cruits, veterans and top brass, letting them
know that eating right can help them do a
better job and could even save their lives.
“ I joke with them that I’m not the food
police, that I'm just here to give them intbrniation, education and liopehilly gi\e them
motivation to help themselves,” she said.
While overweight oLLicers aren't unique
to l.os Angeles, the police department be
lieves it’s the first to hire a Lull-time diet
coach. Parker joined in July, leaving behind
decidedly less macho clients at Ilead Start,
the federal aiil program for children.
Laced with a need Lor more officers in
recent years, the l.APl) brieLlv relaxed btidy
fat limits from a iiia.ximum oL 22 percent
for men and 30 percent for women, drawing
recruits who mirrored a plumper American
public.
By targeting recruits, Parker is trying to
instill good eating habits before the rigors
oLthe field make it difficult to find time Lor
balanced meals. She’s provided one-on-one
counseling to about 0(1 recruits, taught a nu
trition course to about 500 others and made
presentations to more than 400 officers.
rhough Parker’s met some resistance
to her belt-tightening measures, she’s also
found followers.
Recruit Ashley (ioodroe has dropped
Lour dress sizes since they started working
together in September, (ioodroe said the

lessons she’s learned include giving up sug
ary fruit punch and regularly eating break
fast. The hardest part was cutting back on
the fat-laden weekly meal that takes her
home to Cieorgia: fried pork chops, collard
greens and corn bread.
“ 1 Leel skinny,” (ioodroe, 23, said with a
laugh. “ 1 actually had to get my imifbrms
fitted again.”
Doughnuts may be the punch line Lor
many cop jokes, but they’re not the prob
lem, Parker said, l ong hours and the onthe-go nature of police work make it hard
to find time to eat well and stay in shape,
she said.
“They may be sitting in their car and all
oL a sudden they need to go Lor a sprint,
which might end in a fight as well,” Parker
said. “ riiey need to be in good shape so
their body can handle that kind oLstress.”
But officers who don’t plan their meals
are reduced to nutritional bottom-feeding:
drive-thru burgers, microwave burritos and
greasy slices of pizza.
Parker believes officers can better take a
bite out oL crime if they aren’t hungry on
their shifts. She encourages stashing energy
bars, fruit and peanut butter sandwiches in
squad cars and desks, to stave oLL hunger
when getting a Lull meal is hard.
Fit officers are more confident, project
strength and give the department a good
image, she added. A suspect nuty think twice
about trying to outrun a physically fit of
ficer.
Kevin Sommers, national chairman oL
safety and technology Lor the Fraternal O r
der of Police, applauded the LAPl) Lor rec
ognizing diet as an important issue.
“ For the longest time in law eiiLorce-

ASSOCIAI KD P kl SS

While overweight officers aren’t unique to Los Angeles, the police department believes it’s
the first to hire a full-time diet coach, Rana Parker.
ment we trained our people in policing,
but we didn’t teach our people about how
to maintain their mental and physical wellbeing,” he said.
Francisco Rubio jr., a 30-year-okl re
cruit. said diabetes and high cholesterol run
in his family. But it was the recent death
oL a 40-year-old friend, an officer who had
a heart attack on the job, that really drove
home the need to get fit.

With Parker’s guidance and a regimen
that replaces sweets with fresh oranges and
Strawberries, Rubio has dropped from 105
to 175 pounds. He vows to be wary oL the
fatty food that lurks around every corner.
“What catches our eyes unless we disci
pline ourselves is pizza, hamburgers — all
the food that’s out there that’s easy-access,”
Rubio said. “ Now 1 tend to look at it as a
heart attack waiting to happen.”
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SAN DIEGO (AP) — A man
has been sentenced to a maximum
oLhLe in prison Lor killing a transient
and scattering his body parts around
San I)iego Ciounty.
A jury convicted 62—year-old
Gerald Nash in March oL first-de
gree murder in the February 2007
death oL 57-year-old Allen Hawes,
who used to visit an adult video
store where Na.sh worked.
Authorities say the victim’s torso
was found along a riverbank. A day
later, other body parts were found
along highways.

tape of an alleged beating was phiyed
Lorjurors as prosecutors opened their
case against a man charged with tor
turing, starving and abusing many of
the 19 children living at his homei
Witness Laura Cowan testified
Monday about the four years she
spent with Mansa Musa Muhummed,
who considered her the second of
three wives. She told jurors she se
cretly recorded Muhummed beat
ing some of his children. The tape
includes sounds of shoving and slap
ping, as well as what appear to be
children’s screams.

•••

•••

FRESNO (AP) — An animal
rights group is R*le,xsed an undercov
er video showing chickens at a major
("alifornia egg farm being mistreated
by workers and locked in cages so
small they can’t spread their wings.
The group Mercy for Animals be
gan circulating the footage Tuesday
as part of its campaign to promote a
state ballot measure that would bar
farms from keeping animals in pens
or cages that are too small.
• • •
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Ir
vine Robbins, co-founder of the
Baskin-Robbins chain that famous
ly offers 31 flavors of ice cream, has
died. He was 90.
Robbins died Monday at his
home in the desert community of
Rancho Mirage, said his daughter,
Marsha Veit of Mount Kisco, N.Y.
He had been in ill health for some
time, she said.
Generations of kids trooped to
Baskin-Robbins stores to buy ice
cream flavors like Pralines ‘n Cream,
Daiquiri Ice and Pink Bubblegum.
• • •
MURIETTA (AP) — An audio

OAKLAND (AP) — Prosecu
tors have charged a 2()-year-old man
with murder for the stabbing death
of a University of California, Berke
ley student last weekend.
Authorities say Andrew Hoeft-Edenfield stabbed 21-year-old
Christopher Wootton, a popular,
engineering student and fraternity
leader who was set to graduate in
two weeks.
Wootton’s friends and relatives say
they believe he was trying to calm a
fight near a sorority parking lot on
Saturday when he was killed.
•••

FRESNO (AP) — California
State University, Fresno is investigat
ing allegations by two students that a
tenured professor threatened to bring
a gun to class and start shooting.
Meanwhile, the school has sus
pended 64-year-old Joe Parks, who
has taught education at Fresno State
for 10 years.
.A student said in a police report
that during a discussion of a school
shooting. Parks said he wished he
could bring his gun to class and
“shoot all of you.’’
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In this May 24, 2006 Ble photo, a handful of corn is shown before it is
processed at the Tall Corn Ethanol plant in Coon Rapids, Iowa.

With food costs rising,
ethanol benefits questioned
H. Jo sef H ebert
ASSCX'IATfcDPRHSS
Just months ago, ethanol was the Holy Grail to energy independence
and a "green fuel” that would help nudge the country away from climate
changing fossil energy.
Democrats and Republicans cheered its benefits as C'ongress directed a
fivefold increase in ethanol use as a motor fuel. President Bush called it key
to his strategy to cut gasoline use by 20 percent by 2010.
But now with skyrocketing food costs — even U.S. senators are com
plaining about seeing shocking prices at the supermarket — and hunger
spreading across the globe, some lawmakers are wondering if they made a
mistake.
“(^ur enthusiasm for corn ethanol deserves a second look.That’s all I’m
saying, a second look,’’ said Rep. jane Harman, 1)-Calif., at a House hear
ing Tuesday where the impact of ethanol on soaring food costs was given a
wide airing.
In a dramatic reversal, ethanol has shifted from being an object of wide
spread, bipartisan praise to one of derision, even among some of its past
supporters.
Despite the change in attitude, a change of course is unlikely. Democratic
leaders in C'ongress appear to h.ive little interest in reversing a pro-ethanol
policy they mapped out only last December. And the powerful farm lobby
IS on the attack.
"The ink has hardly dried on this new l.i\\ when the clamoring began ...
for congressional intervention "on food prices. Rep.John 1)ingell, D-Mich.,
chairman of the Energ\' and Camimerce C'ommittee, said Tuesd.iy. But tam
pering with the mandate "would be unwise and could lead to unintended
consequences." he concluded.
Sen. Cdiaries Cirassley, R-lowa, one of the Senate's two working farmers
and a longtime ethanol Ixioster, said he finds it hard to believe that ethanol
could be "clobbered the way it's being clobbered right now ”tner the issue
of food costs. What does the cost of corn have to do with the price of wheat
or rice, he is telling people.
The uproar over ethanol is clearly gaining nuimentum.
The governor otTex.is and 26 senators, including the (K^B’s presumptive
presidential nominee John McC'ain, are .isking the Environmental Protec
tion Agency to cut this year's requirement for 9 billion gallons of corn
ethanol m half to ease, they say. food costs. Cxmnecticut’s governor recently
asked C'ongress to temporarily waive the requirement.
Meanwhile. Sen.John Thune, R-S.D., is gathering senators’ signatures on
a letter opposing any EBA action so "this att.ick on ethanol will be blocked.”
said a statement from T'hune’s office.“lt will be a fight.”
Robert Meyers, an EBA deputs' .issistant admimstrator.told a House hear
ing Tuesd.iy the agency will respond to the request as quickly as possible,
but doubts anything will-be forthcoming for .ibout three months. There’s a
regulatory pmcess to follow, he said.
But lawmakers, even those who enthusiastically supported the require
ment for refiners to ramp up ethanol use to ,Vi billion gallons a year by 2<*22
fnim about 7 billion gallons last year, liave begun to have qualms.
"C'orn ethanol w.is presented as an almost Holy (irail solution,” said
Rep. Mike Doyle. D-Ba.“But I believe its negatives tod.iy far outweigh its
benefits. ...We need tt> revisit this ... and back .nv.iy from the food to fuel
policy.”
Rep. Joe Barton ofTexas, the ranking Republican on the House Energy
and CAunmerce CAsminittee. said he will introduce a bill to abandon the
ethanol requirement passed just before last Cdiristmas and go back to the
one C'ongress enacted in 2(MLS that would call for a more modest ethanol
incrcMse.
But Barton is not so naive to think his bill h.is a chance. House Demo
cratic leaders have given no indication of retreating from the ethanol re
quirement. Still, said Barton,"it’s worth putting in.”
And congressional unease about the food-for-fuel debate is showing it
self in a number of phices.
In a massive farm bill — for the first time m memory — lawmakers re
cently trimmed back the federal tax subsidy for corn ethanol, reducing the
tax break from 51 cents to 45 cents a gallon.

SANTA FE, N.M. (AP) —
The leader of an apocalyptic sect
in northeastern New Mexico was
arrested Tuesday and charged with
felony sex crimes against children.
St.ite police arrested Wayne Bent,
66, on three counts of criminal sexiuil
coiiLict of a minor and three counts
ot contributing to the delinquency
of a minor, said Dep.irtment of Bublic Safety spokesman Beter Olson.
Bent was being held on S5<Kl,()(H)
bond at the Union Cbounty Deten
tion CxMiter in Cd,iyton and was
scheduled to be arraigned on Thurs
day.
• • •
JACKSON, Ga. (AP) — A
Georgia man who killed his live-in
girlfriend was executed Tuestlay, the
first inmate put to death since the
U.S. Supreme Court upheld the
constitutionality of lethal injections.
William Earl Lynd w'as pronounced
dead at 7:51 p.m. EDT, Georgia
Department of Corrections spokes
woman Mallie McCx)rd told The
Associated Bress.
• • •
OKLAHOMA CITY (AP)
— A Tulsa businessman who uses
the phrases "Barkstrong” and "Burrstrong” on his animal charity’s pet
collars has sued the Lance Armstn>ng
Foundation in a trademark dispute.

Cdiris Oilman filed his suit on
April .50 in fedenil court, ,ind claimed
the Armstrong Foundation — which
has marketed popular yellow "LiveStrong” wristbands — is infringing on
Oilman’s intellectiuil properts' rights
because it also sells pet collars with
the “LiveStrong” motto.
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) Finally, 1)avid Witthoft shunned his
Brett Favre jersey for the first time
ill 1,581 d,iys.
d'he Ridgefield, Conn, boy, 12,
wore the No. 4 jersey every day since
receiving it as a gift for Christmas in
2( K)3.1)avid’s father. Chuck Witthoft,
said Monday that his son’s last d,iy
wearing the jersey was April 23 —
his 12th birthday.
Witthoft conceded his son w,as
starting to become more concerned
about his appearance after the jersey
barely came down to his belt line.
•••

SACRAMENTO (AP) — A
Cialifornia lawmaker wants to ban
motorists from holding pets on their
laps while driving and getting caught
can net a $35 fine.The bill passed the
Assembly on a 44-11 vote on Mond,iy, and heads to the Senate.
Assemblyman Bill Maze said his
legislation has nothing to do with
pet-loving celebrities who are pho

tographed driving around Los Ange
les with their small dogs.
M,ize said he introdiicetl the bill
after seeing a w'oman drising with
three dogs on her lap.
•••

DENVER (AP) — Waving the
Tibet flag or paying tribute to the
Dalai Lama during the medals cer
emony will be against the rules at
the Beijing Olympics, though the
penalties for those infractions remain
unknown.
With fewer than 1(H) d,iys until
the Beijing G,imes, the lntern,itional
Olympic Committee clarified its
protest rules Monday, saying that ath
letes’ external appearance, clothing
and gestures would be scrutinized at
Olympic venues.
•••

PHILADELPHIA (AP) — A
half-dozen police officers kicked
and beat three men pulled from a car
during a traffic stop as a TV helicop
ter taped the confrontation.
The video, shot by WTXF-TV,
shows three police cars stopping a
car Monciay, tw'o days after a city of
ficer was shot to death responding to
a bank robbery.
The tape shows about a dozen
officers gathering around the vehicle.
About a half-dozen officers hold two
of the men on the ground.

POUCE BUilTER
May 5, 23:29 - Officer arrested a subject for public intoxication at the Recreation
Center.
May 5,14:53 - Officers responded to a complaint of a transient causing problems in
the area of the railroad tracks near the stadium. Officers searched the area, located
the subject and directed him to ieave the area.
May 4, 23:37 - Officer investigated a complaint received from the security guard at
the Poly Canyon Village construction site regarding three subjects trespassing in the
area.
May 2, 09:44 - Officer arrested a subject for disorderly conduct; he was discovered
taking pictures of peopie in a restroom at the university dining complex.
May 1, 23:17 - Officer arrested a subject attempting to steal parking sign(s) in Lot
A-1.
April 29, 20:08 - Officer responds to a medical aid call where a subject cut his/her
own finger on a can. The subject refused treatment and opted for private transport to
a physician.
April 29,16:38 - A non-injury traffic collision occurred in the G-02 parking lot when a
vehicle rolled out of it’s space and struck a parked vehicle.
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D rug probe at San D iego State University nets 75 students
Allison HotVinan
\SMH I Ml 1) I’kl SS

I )o/oiis ot Sail I )iogo State Umwrsitv students were ar
rested and si\ Iraternities were suspended after a sweeping
drug imestigation found that some f'rateniitx niemhers openly
dealt drugs, and one even sent a mass text message adwrtising
eoeanie, authorities said luesdav.
A tive-nionth investigation prompted hv a eoeaine over
dose death last year led to the arrests of ‘)f) ptople, 75 of them
San I )iego State students. A second drug death oeeurred w hile
the investigation went on.
Iwenty-nine people were arrested early luesday in raids at
nine locations meludmg the Theta Cdii fraternity, where agents
found eoeaine, Ecstasy and three guns. F.ighteen of them were
wanted on warrants for selling to undercover agents.
dwo kilograms of cocaine were seized in all, along with
350 Ecstasy pills, marijuana, psychedelic mushrooms, hash oil,
methamphetaniine, illicit prescription drugs, several guns and
at least $60,000 in cash, authorities said.
Profits iiKiy have been used to finance fraternity operatiesns,
they said. Those arrested included a student who was about
to receive a criminal justice degree and another who was to
receive a master’s degree in homeland security.
“A sad commentary is that when one of these individuals
was arrested, they inquired as (to) whether or not his arrest
and incarceration would have an effect on him becoming a
federal law enforcement officer,” said Ralph Partridge, special
agent in charge of the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration
in San Diego.
1Turing the probe, investigators discovered that in some fra
ternities most members were .iware of “organized drug deal
ing occurring from the fraternity houses by its members," the
I TEA said in a news release.
“Undercover agents purchased cocaine from fraternity
members and confirmed that a hierarchy existed for the pur
pose of selling drugs for money,” the ITEA said.
The district attorney’s office said search warrants were
served in San 1Tiego and suburban La Mesa, including the
Theta Cdii fraternity house and several apartments.
A member of Theta Cihi sent out a mass te.xt message to his
“faithful customers” stating that he and his “associates” would

be un.ible to sell coc.une w hile they were m I.as Vegas over one
weekend, according to the 1TEA. The text promoted a cocaine
“s.ile” and listed the rediu eil prices.
San Diego State suspended Theta Gdn and five other frater
nities Tuesday pending a luMi ing on evidence gathered during
the imestigation. Members of at least three fraternities were
arrested, acconling to law enforcement.
Investigators infiltrated seven fraternities in the course of
the probe.
The undercover probe, ilubbed CTperation Sudden Fall, was
sparked by the cocaine overdose death ot a student in M.iy
20(l7, authorities said. As the investigation continued, another
student, from Mesa College, died Feb. 2i> of a cocaine overdose
at an SDSU fraternity house, the DF:A said.
Two defendants in the c.ise pleaded not guilty to drug
charges Tuesd.ty in San Diego Superior t'o u rt — Patrick
Hawley to selling cocaine and CTmar C'astaneda to possession
of cocaine.
Theta ('h i’s San Diego chapter declined to comment. The
chapter occupies two low-slung homes a block off Fraternity
Row', with large red-and-white Cireek symbols propped on
the roof.
“We’re talking to our advisers,” said John Phillips, a past
president of the chapter.
1T,ale Taylor, the fraternity’s national executive director, said
he was “obviously shocked and saddened” by the allegations.
Theta C'hi has prohibited the San Diego chapter from
group activities like parties or sports and will investigate ad
ditional disciplinary measures, up to expulsion of members or
the entire chapter.
Theta Chi, based in Indianapolis, has 131 chapters in the
U.S. and C.anada and more than 161,()()() initiates. It was
founded in 1856.
The San Diego chapter was founded G)1 years ago and has
65 members.
“They were on the upswing,” Taylor said. “They had im
proved their recruitment.They were trying to raise money for
a new house.”
University police and federal drug agents worked together
in the investigation, making more than 130 undercover drug
buys at locations including fraternity houses, student parking
areas and dormitories, authorities said.
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BAGHDAD (AP) — A
rocket slammed into Bagh
dad’s city hall and another hit a
downtown park Tuesday as more
frightened civilians fled a Shiite
militia stronghold where U.S.led forces are locked in fierce
street battles.
The American push in the
Sadr City district — launched
after an Iraqi government crack
down on armed Shiite groups
began in late March — is trying
to weaken the militia grip in a
key corner of Baghdad and dis
rupt rocket and mortar strikes
on the U.S.-protected Green
Zone.
•••

SA NTIAGO , Chile (AP)
— The Chaiten volcano spewed
lava and blasted ash 12 miles
(20 kilometers) into the sky on
Tuesday, prompting officials to
order a total evacuation of a
nearby area.
More than 4,000 people had
already rted,and I’alena province
Gov. Hernando Aguilar ordered
280 more to leave immediately.
The volcano’s five-day erup
tion already has sent a column
of ash streaming across the nar
row southern stretch of the con
tinent and over the Atlantic.
•••

YA NGON,
M yanm ar
(AP) — International aid be
gan to trickle into Myanmar
on Tuesday, but the stricken
Irrawaddy delta, the nation’s
rice bowl where 22,000 people
perished and twice as many are
missing, remained cut off from
the world.

ASSOCIATED PRESS

San Diego .State University president Stephen Weber, right,
and SDSU chief of police John Browning, stand over guns
and drugs seized during the arrest of 96 people.

3,500 US troops to leave Iraq
Bradley Brooks
ASSiX’lATHI) PRKSS

About 3,500 American soldiers are scheduled to leave
Iraq in the coming weeks, the U.S. militars' announced, as
part of the Eentagon’s overall reduction in troop sti1?ngth
folliiwing last year’s “surge.”
Wiishington plans to trim it forces in Iraq to about
I40,0(M) soldiers by the summer — from a peak of ,ibout
I70,(MM) in CTctober at the height of the troop buildup in
Baghdad and surrounding areas.
The departing soldiers, part of the 3rd Heavy Brigade
C'ombat Team, will redeploy to Fort Benning, Ga., the
militiry said.
The U.S. sent some 30,(KK) additional tmops into Iraq
last year to help stem growing violence. The troop in
crease, a truce by a key Shiite Muslim militia and the rise
of Sunni fighters who allied with the U.S. in the battle
against al-Qaid.i were credited with a sharp decrease in
bloodshed during the last 10 months.
The soldiers are part of the third of five “surge” bri
gades scheduled to leave the country. The other two am
expected to return to the U.S. by the end ofJuly.There are
currently .ibout 159,(KK) U.S. soldiers in Iraq.
“The continued drawdown of surge brigades demon
strates continued progress in Iraq,” Brig. Cien. Dan Allyn
said in the statement released late Monday. “After July,
commanders will assess our security posture for about 45
d.iys and determine flitiire force requirements based on
these conditions-based assessments.”
Cien. David Betraeus, the top U.S. coniinander in Iraq,
has pushed for a so-called “pause” in further redeployment
of U.S. troops.
Oitics have called for a quicker withdrawal of Ameri
can soldiers, but coniinanders on the ground insist the
slowdown is needed so a sharp increase in violence is not
seen when U.S. forces le,ive.
Separately, the U.S. military said in a statement luesday
that a brothel in northern Iraq was attacked the liay before.
The Americans blamed the attack on al-Qaida insurgents,
but local police did not speculate on who carried out the
killings.
Iraqi police said the attack in Mosul killed three pros
titutes and wounded two others.
There have been a string of attacks against women

%

deemed immoral in recent months, including the bomb
ing of hair styling salons and the frequent murder of wom
en not wearing traditional clothing in the southern city’
of Basra.
Meanwhile, at le.ast four civilians were killed overnight
in the Baghdad Shiite neighborhood of Sadr City, hospital
officials said Tuesday. Some 21 people were wounded at
the same time in Sadr City, which has seen fierce fight
ing between the Mahdi Army militia and U.S. ,ind Iraqi
troops.
Clashes in the sprawling slum of 2.5 million people that
serves as a power base for radical Shiite cleric MuqtacLi alSadr and his Mahdi fighters have raged for five weeks,
since the Iraqi government began a crackdown on the
militants in southern Iraq.
Hassan al-Rubaie, a Sadrist lawmaker, suspended his
seat in parliament on Tuesday to protest the fighting in
Sadr City. He said he held the government of Prime Min
ister Nouri al-Maliki responsible for the fighting in the
slum.
The law’iiiaker also blamed Iran for interfering with
Iraq’s security- and said the neighboring nation was caus
ing much of the violence by supplying money, weapons
and training to Iraqi fighters, a charge U.S. commanders
have repeatedly made. Iran denies the allegations.
Meanwhile, a rocket slammed into Baghdad’s mu
nicipal building in the city’s center. Seven people w-ere
wounded in the attack, officials said.
Elsewhere in the capital, a mortar hit a college campus,
wounding one person.
U.S. and Iraqi forces raided two police stations and ar
rested 48 policemen suspected of having links to Shiite
militias late Mond.iy in the Baghdad neighborhood of
Simla, a Shiite stronghold, a policeman said on condition
of anonymity as he was not authorized to speak to the
media.
Elsewhere, two policemen w-ere killed Monday night
in clashes with unidentified gunmen in Mosul, a provincial
policeman said on condition of anonymity as he was not
authorized to speak to the media. Around the same time
in eastern Mosul, two gunmen were killed by police.
North of Baghdad in Tikrit, a car bomb targeting a
police patrol exploded in the central part of the city, killing
four people and wounding eight others, local police said.
One policeman was among the dead.
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COURTESY PHOTOS

Swing dance enthusiasts will have the chance to show their stuff at various events, competitions and games this weekend at the third annual San Luis Obispo Lindy Exchange.

Have a swingin’ good time
Shannon Boren
MUSTANG OAll.Y

to eat a ijoughnut while being dipped by their partners in
an effort to finish first. Prizes ranging from gift cards for
local restaurants and stores to T-shirts and even ajar o f gra
nola will be awarded to winners throughout the day.
“The whole thing is going to be a lot bigger this year,”
Freitag said. “We already have a lot more people registered
than we’ve had before; there are more DJs, and a lot more
people coming from out o f town to dance with us. It’s go
ing to be pretty awesome.”
Dancing will also take place in Chumash Audi
—Mary Freitag
torium from 8 p.m. to midnight on Friday and Sun
Swing Club president
day, as well as a free dance at M other’s Tavern from 3 to
6 p.m. on Sunday. Prices for the individual dances range
from $7 to $15 and can be paid at the door.
Those who pre-register online, however, can purchase admittance to all the weekend’s
events for a flat fee of $35 and receive a free T-shirt. According to Freitag, more than 100
people have already pre-registered, ^nd the club is expecting more than 150 people to attend
throughout the weekend. More details about the event can be found at sloswing.com.
“It’s a time for students, the swing community and jazz lovers from all over California to
come together and dance,” Freitag said.
“ If you want to learn to dance, if you already know, if you’re a senior and you can’t dance
but you just want to listen to the music and watch — then you should come. There will be
something for everyone.”

It’s a time for students,
the swing community and
jazz lovers ... to come
together and dance.

Those looking to jum p and jive this weekend are in luck,
as the third annual San Luis Obispo Lindy Exchange will take
place in various locations around town for the enjoyment of
students and community members alike.
Beginning Friday, the Cal I’oly Swing Dance Club and the
SLO swing dancing community will host dancing events, com
petitions and games for both dance-sawy and novice movers.
The largest event will be a vintage-themed dance held in Chumash Auditorium Saturday night, according to Swing Dance
Club president and political science junior Mary Freitag.
“Swing dancing comes from the ’20s to the ’40s,” Freitag
said. “ It’s a vintage dance, so we’re having a more formal, dressier theme for it based on
the 1939 World’s Fair. It will have different exhibits and pictures to help create the at
mosphere.”
Tickets for the event will be $15 for the general public, and $12 for Cal Poly students
with identification. A free, beginning lesson will be available from 7 to 8 p.m. for those
who purchase a ticket and will immediately be followed by dancing festivities until mid
night.
Prior to Saturday evening’s events, the club will host swing games in Mitchell Park
from 1 to 4 p.m., including competitions like the “doughnut dip,” which requires dancers

W
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Sara Tezel
DAKOTA SnjDENT (U . NORTH DAKOTA)

When most people head to the
restroom, their main objective is
to get m, take care of business and
get out as quickly as possible. O c
casionally, a bathroom will have
something for a person to read, such
as a few words someone took the
time to write on the stall between
chemistry class and English or ad
vertisements for cars, classes and
other campus happenings.
Doug Rice is someone who
decided to collect the former and

turn his findings into a 145-page
bathroom /coffee table book.
“From the Stall” showcases some
of the graffiti Rice has discovered
in mainly university campus and bar
bathrooms — all the places where
one would expect to find humorous
and pseudo-intelligent thoughts.
Although Rice has only been
collecting graffiti for a year and a
half, the idea came to him when
he was attending Oakland U ni
versity as a student. “It was finals
week, and I was in the library,
and I had to ‘swing by the office.’
So I go to the basement floor bath

room and in front of me I read
‘Rick Moranis has enormous horse
balls,’ and at this very moment I was
inspired to make a home bathroom
reading book of a compilation of
all of the unbelievable public bath
room-stall graffiti people write.”
Rice visited six colleges in
Michigan, a few restrooms in Bos
ton and “God knows how many
bars. I found most of my material
from the colleges because 1 think
people are more likely to have
pens when they shit,” Rice said.
see Graffiti, page 10
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A cookbook for
even the most
helpless of cooks

T* '

r

4

Kory Harbeck
MUSTANG DAILY

For students whose idea of cooking is grabbing the phone or finding
the keys, help with a little Cal Foly twist is out there.
Jackie Oliver, mother of Cal Foly architecture sophomore Sophie
Oliver, recently published a cookbook, “I’ve Found the Kitchen, Now
What?” aimed toward a younger audience on their own for the first time
and lost in their new environment.
Jackie had the idea for the book when she began gathering recipes
for her daughter preparing to head off to college and noticed that most
cookbooks made assumptions about the skill and experience level of the
reader.
“When faced with the daunting task of doing-it-alone in the kitchen,
most people need advice about equipment, utensils and ingredients. It’s
the silly little stuff like knowing which potatoes to get if you want to
make mashed potatoes and things like that,” Jackie said.
When Sophie and her friends complained about the gap between
reader and tool, Jackie decided to create a guide her daughter could use.
As she progressed, the material became detailed and comprehensive.
After hearing numerous compliments from Sophie’s friends, Jackie
decided to see if publishers had any interest in the book. When an agent
rejected her, she decided to do it alone.
She limited costs by using Create Space, an online service through
Amazon that allows individuals to self-publish books at a much cheaper
price by publishing the material only after it has been purchased online.
While the book does have recipes, its most valuable contribution to
the kitchen is as a reference guide.
“ It is meant to be a little encyclopedia, a guide focused less on the
recipes and more on teaching the things other cookbooks assume,” O li
ver said.
The material is simple to digest, and the book is
thin enough to fit into any nook
or cranny. As far as aesthetics
go, the pictures are salivating,
which, as any late-night Food
Channel addict knows, makes
all the difference.
;1
The glossary of terms
covers equipment, uten
sils and cooking terms,
including definitions for
techniques such as “brais^
\
ing” or “sauté.” The ingredients
section is an extensive explanation
of fruits, herbs and vegetables that
includes preparation and quantity
\
tips. The herbs section is especially
helpful for those who do not know
the difference between arugula and
oregano.
“The objective is for it to be a
go-to resource that you can use to
\
solve complicated recipes from family
or other books,” Oliver said.
Some o f the most valuable informa
tion “ I’ve Found the Kitchen, Now
What?” provides are grocery shopping
tips. Even the most novice chef will
feel confident in picking out the best
available fruit, vegetables and meat.
It also gives advice on staples
to keep in your pantry, fridge and
freezer that gives the reader plenty
of options to make quick, easy
homemade meals from scratch.
The recipe section is divided
into two parts: basic and easy but
impressive, the latter of which
is a handy tool to use for par
ents and significant others. All
recipes include preparation
and cooking times as well as
detailed instructions.
“ I’ve Found the Kitch
en, Now What?” can
be purchased at then o w w h atb o o k s.c o m
$24.99.

1^
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An anthemic album
Fort O ’Brien’s “All We Could Do Was Sing”
turned me back into a 16-year-old holding a copy
ofWeezer’s “Finkerton.” I can’t be a hipster about it;
I can’t feed you a bunch of hyped-up
bullshit. I’m just entirely embracing it
as the best album of the year with
L.
fervent, off-putting love.
I’ve heard these songs live
■
more than I’ve heard any band
play any songs live. A tape of
the band playing these tunes
at KCFK last year is almost
permanently wedged in my
car’s cassette deck. C^n top of
44
that, the band members are my
friends, people I run into at coffee
shops and slug Keystone Light with
at house shows.The songs still don’t fade
like the blog era demands for music we’ve
listened to only a handful of times. The album cap
tures exacdy what made this band so pulling for me
for the last two years: lyrical quality mixed with rau
cous, booze-soaked, full-band cohesion.These songs
are parts of a long-term lover, breasts and thighs I’ve
known that still undeniably excite me.
The focus of the album defines post-college
emotions better than any in recent memory have.
The lyrics draw from principal songwriter Van
Fierszalowski’s time spent commercial fishing with
his father in Alaska. During this time, he spent a few
months unable to communicate with his life, band
and love. It builds on the cliché of“doing what you
have to do versus what you want to do” with full
emotional honesty and the deepest of nuance. The
songs draw on personalized temporary estrange
ment, providing a universal template that the sepa
rated can’t help but lay their emotions upon.
Yes, it’s anthemic. But like the best anthemic al
bums, its power builds upon details thrown ofThandedly outside of the chorus. “Close the Lid”jams along

Find
Buy
Sell
Rent
Work

into loud swelling moments, but captures the senti
ments of the whole album somewhere deep in a verse
when Fierszalow'ski sings, “Like the way your heart
always returas / After I have left it uncon
cerned.” He encapsulates tlie nuance
of the specific relationship that is
I
same time so openly de.■
\ scribed as part of the universal
human experience. The points
are caught and delivered on
so well, so continuously. In
“Stuck on a Boat,” he shouts,
“But my feet weren’t made
for the sea / They were made
for running five” in a manner so
openly autobiographical yet anKcpn
themically pulling.
The album’s relea.se comes at the
end of my three years of entrenchment in
the San Luis Obispo music scene, and it feels like a
culmination, an orgasm rising out of what at times
feels like the senseless pounding of a few people.
While Fort O ’Brien has no one to thank but them
selves, it’s gratifying to know an album that came fkim
this town with these record shops, these coffeehouses,
and this college radio station. It can sit between Pave
ment’s “Crooked Rain, Crooked Rain” and Belle and
Sebastian’s “IfYou’re Feeling Sinister,” but its locality
overrides the importance of even those albums by
validating this town’s music scene.
Boo Boo Records, Pocket Productions and
KCPR will be celebrating the relea.se of this album
on Tuesday from 4:30 p.m. to 7:30 p.m. Anyone who
comes in and buys the album at Boo Boo’s gets free
merchandise and a fiiee ticket to the show on May 22
at Retrospect in San Luis Obispo.

ullshit

CMham CuUxrtsoti is ajoumalism senior and a stacks
director for KCPR, San Luis Ohispo, 91.3 FM. He's abo
completely fuU of it.
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Nachos with Chicken,
Beef or Pork & Soda

Now sorving

fresh
homemade

Nachos Induces: Beans, Cheese,

Qt^ntro,.
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Mucho Grande Burrito
(Chicken, Beef, Pork) & Soda
Burrito Includes: Rice, Beans, Cheese,
Cilantro, Onions, Pico de Gallo,
Salsa, Sour Cream & Guacamole.
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Breakfast!

Breakfast Burrito
with eggs, rice,
I beans, cheese, &,
I sour cream
& coffee!
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791 Foothill
7121 Broad St.
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Served All Day from 7am

tired of reading?

listen to f
mustang daily
podcasts.
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Graffiti
continued from page ¿i

Interestingly enough, Kice lus
never personally written on a bath
room stall. Maybe this will change
as he visits more schools and bath
rooms in preparation for his second
book, which should he on shelves
in the next two to three years. “ I
encourage people from everywhere
to send photos that they take to the
Web site (www.fromthestall.com)
to get their school on the map and
in the next book.”
When asked about the pur
pose of his hook, Kice responded,
“ 1 think this hook is incredible on
many ditlereiu levels. It is a show
case to the miiidframe of liinn.ins
when they are doing their business.
It IS a form of expression that is very
dirty, stinky and fucking hilarious!”
Kice also said that the hmik
serves as a sort tif portal into the
minds of memhers of the op
posite sex. “ If you are a guy and
interested in what the girls write
in their stalls, or vice versa, this
hook IS tor you.” Maybe this hook
is the answer to the always daunt
ing question of how the other sex
thinks and acts.
One neat aspect of “From the
Stall” is that the end is tilled with
pictures of noii-gratfiti-filled stalls
in which the owner of the book can

\
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For hi.s book “ From the Stall,” author Doug Rice collected graffiti from
bathroom stalls at universities and bars. According to Rice, the hook is
“ incredible on many different levels ... a showcase to the mindframe of
humans when they are doing their business.”
1)on’t let this fact cause you m
overlook or igiuire the hook though.
It is humonnis aiul at times touehiiig,
although the touching moments and
thoughtful poiiderings sketched on tlie
wall of a dirty st.ill are tirten countered
and belittleil by Kice’s commentary,
appearing on the sitle of evei"y page.
As one man from Oakland
University wrote in a stall,“ 1 can't
help hut wonder if all the wisdom
of the world is etched on some
hathrtiom wall.”

legally express their thoughts and
feelings. I his is an area where the
reader can get their “feelings out
about an annoying roommate or
just dr.iw a picture of their dick.”
Speaking o f... private immeiitionahles, if tliis hook were to
have a rating it would be “ K.”
The hook includes many swear
words, dertigatory slams and numer
ous naked drawings ... pretty much
the things that go on in the mind of
an .iverage college student.

Come Celebrate

SPRING

On Our Beautiful Patio

Open
GROCERY

7 DAYS A WEEK

Award
W inning
Sandwiches

THURSDRV, mnv 8
8P.m. - i2 n.m.
UniUERSITV UniRR
flCTIUlTIES: LRSER TRG
HERRR TRnOOS RRD CRRICRTURES
CLIRIBIRG CORIPETITIOR
ROCK BRRD CORIPETITIOB
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CORCERTS: OIRTV HERDS
BSIDE PLRVERS
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Delivery
Mon-Fri

11-2
SalddBar
6 Beers
on Tap
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BBQ Catering Available
for Graduation or
Other Special Events!
phone: 543-8684

1638 Osos Street

San Luis O bispo
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9 1ft a m o th e r
w ould love
You may be struggling through your classes, trying to keep on task during the heautifiil spring weather, hut May probably brings
one of the biggest challenges: Inuing a present for your mother or another maternal figure for Mother s 1)ay. Mothers always say
the same things: “You don’t have to get me anything,” or “I’ll love whatever yt>u get me.” You also know both are not true; the
flowers were nice hut were cast aside after the newness faded, and she already had the latest Celine Dion Cd).This said, take a look
at the ideas helow’ to help jumpstart your search for a decent gift that isn’t too impersonal, impractical or unoriginal.
— Sam

1

I .

.

Give gifts that give more

Hire a babysitter

So your mom already has everything
she wants? Don’t waste your money and
time giving her something she won’t
need — give her the gift of humanitarianism. Lots of charities and non-pmfits
give people the opportunity to give to a
needy cause in someone else’s name. For
instance, 1 went to hungersite.com, which
raises money for world hunger and other
such causes, and bought a month’s worth
of fo(xl for an Kwantiin family as w'ell
as a teddy bear for an African child with
AIDS. My mother was much happier to
receive the certificates with a picture of
the Rwandan family than she would if she
had gotten a box of candy.

If you have a little sibling who sucks
the life out of your mother, give her
a break and hire a sitter for the night.
You might even want to include a free
massage or other pampering treatment
for her to enjoy on her night out while
you’re at it.

1

,
Take her to a restaurant

Your mother certainly shouldn’t
have to cook on Mother’s Day. Take
her out; she would love to spend more
time with her little snookums any
way. Ask her where she wants to go
or surprise her by taking her to your
favorite eatery. There’s no real prep
or clean-up you need to worry about
either, unless you need to make reser
vations. However, you might want to
cook her a meal yourself, if you dare,
to avoid the Mother’s Day busyness at
restaurants.

in
u

4

.

Take portraits with your
siblings or other members of
the family
Mothers love photos of their little
babies ... but they probably haven’t
been updated since you were a baby.
Make an appointment with your sib
lings at the jCPenney studio, or even
include your mom in the mix by mak
ing an appointment for later that she
can join in on. Just remember that you
get what you pay for; try to find a legit
photographer who w'ill take a memo
rable, quality portrait. Also, make sure to
get a nice frame to go with it; don’t just
pick one up at the dollar store.

Work Hard
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Roh}/ti Kotilrn, Senior
Vnlencin, CÁ
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Look who’s eating now
riic tcTin "bread basket of the world” has U)iig
been used to describe parts of the U.S., such as the
Midwest and t'alifbrnia’s central valley. Based on
the recent wiirldwide food shortage, this image of
America is definitely called into question.
.Mt)st of ns are already .mare of' rising prices c^f
certain items — a gallon of milk or a loaf of bread,
for e.xample — but this shortage is hitting w,iy clos
er to home than most of ns care to imagine.
M.ijor retailers on the East and West coasts are
already rationing food. The demand for flonr, rice,
cooking oils and grain are surpassing the supply.
L.ist month,,! Ciostco in Mountain View, Cialif. only
had half a pallet of one type of rice left, and the
store posted a sign that reacJ "We are limiting rice
purchases based on your prior purchasing history.”
ederks were reclaiming bags fmm enstomers who
did not adhere to the policy. According to the New
York Sun, spiking food prices have led to riots in
Haiti, Indonesia and several African nations. Fur
thermore, India recently banned exports of all but
the highest quality' rice, and Vietnam blocked the
signing of a new contract for foreign rice salt's.
In regards to Hour and grain shortages, some
citizens are frustrated that the U.S. h.isn’t put export
eontmls on wheat. T he logistics appe.ir to be quite
simple: the demand for Hour is high heeanse there
is a worldwide shortage of wheat, and the United
States is still exporting more grain. According t(! a
recent CBS reptirt. Hour costs h.ive tripled in the
p.ist year — it now costs more than sugar. Ca>nsnmers can expect to p.iy ,5() cents to S1 nu)re per loaf
of bread than they did a year ago, and its expected
to get worse.
Now in terms of the U.S., yon would think we
(.onld find some w.iy to get relief, s.iy, at the gas
pump. Here’s one idea: let’s leverage a prixluet that
we farm and distribute in the U.S. and make it into
some sort of energ\-s.iving yet envimnmentally
friendly solution that offsets rising oil costs. Let’s call
it “ethaiu)!.’’
Ethaiml somuls like a fahuKnis idea. It can he used
.is vehicle fuel and has sneh a w()nderthl“green’’image..After all. it is prodiu ed fmm corn kernels. Inge
nious. really. ,^nd it’ll he a great way to stimulate the
U.S. economy tlm)ngli extended opportunities for
firmers .iikI. of course, lower gas prices, not to men
tion a gre.it step toward sustainable energ\. Unfortu
nately, this idea eouldii't he further fn)in realitv.
Sen. led Kennedv seems to see the light. I le told
CA’here.ist News Service. “I think verv definitelv

^

"The Right Way"
by members of the College Republicans ^

there is a clear connection between our ethanol
use and world hunger. The eonneetion is becom
ing more evident and understood more every d.ay
by the American people. And they understand that
there is very little that’s being done to address the
pnihlem.” Thank you, Ted. Now that we “under
stand” the problem and that there’s nothing being
done about it, now what?
Unfortunately, Sen. Kennedy is correct, .ilthongh
it would have been nice if he and his constituents
got it nght the first time when ethanol was sup
posed to he the greatest thing since sliced baxid (no
pun intended).
The Energy Policy Act mandates that increas
ing amounts of ethanol be used to dilute gasoline.
According to the Washington Post, as the demand
for torn has increased because of increased etha
nol consumption, the number of acres used to grow
wheat in the U.S. h.is been limited, contributing to
a sliortage of w heat on the world market and an
overall inere.ise in world grain prices.
As if ethanol being one of the reasons for a ni.ijor
food shortage isn’t enough, it h.is serious enviniiimeiital repercnssitins as well. (?orn acreage is one
of the largest ctiiisnmers of nitmgen-h.ised fertilizer.
The m.ijor problem with fertilizer is that it con
taminates our water supply with nitrates and phos
phates, which in turn taints drinking water and also
removes the oxygen fmm the water in a process
called eutrophication. Not only is groundwa
ter unsafe to drink now. the fish are dying due
to deprivation of oxygen! In fact, one of the
largest dead zones in the world in the (iiilf
of Mexico has been created due to upstream
runort from our own Mississippi Kiver. ('an
\ou guess why? Fertilizers used in Midwest
farming. We alie.uly face a ni.ijor fish shortage.

and now’ the rest of our food supply is catching up.
I )id 1 mention that fertilizer produeti!)ii uses
thousands of euhie feet of natural gas, so ultimately
any energy s.ivings from biofuels like ethaiuil h.ive
become .iwash, and now our natural gas supply is
being threatened as well.
The world is in distress over this crippling short
age. Where is the resounding “oops" from all the
environmental organizations and politicians who
agreed that ethanol is the corn god’s gift to the
United States? Berhaps Sen. Kennedy should actu
ally do something about it instead of pointing out
the obvious.
Christina Chiappe is a so
cial sciences senior and a con
servative columnist for the
Mustani^ Daily.
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corrections
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publishing a daily newspaper fo r the Cal
Poly campus and the neighboring com 
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and are thankful fo r your careful reading
Please send your correction suggestions
to m ustangdaily@ gm ail.com .
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LETTERS

TO THE EDITOR
Growing old is not ior
sissies

I have been retired from Cal
Poly for about 16 years and I want
ed to thank one of your .Mustang
Daily reporters w ho did a story
some time ago on the basketball
shooting contests in the C.al Poly
Keereation (!enter. She then posted
It on HnhPages under “Don Mor
ns Basketball.’’
Kecently, several C!.il I’oly
student competitors h.ive indi
cated they have seen the article
and videos and h.ive eliallenged
im^xiskethall shooting skills in the
keereation CCenter basketball courts
— and it has been lots of fun.
Since the article was piihlislied
m the Mustang Daily and HubPages. I have gained another year of
h.isketh.ill experieiu'c and now look
forw ard to my 79th year of life.
As stated in the HnhPages story,
it is my ple.isnre to give a prize of
a (iatorade to any CLil I’oly student
that can best me in three of five Se
nior Olympic B.isketh.ill Shooting

Events. The events are free throw
shooting, three point shooting, pre
cision shooting, HO kSE, and “the
tWD-minnte drill.” Each of these
events has rules set dow n by the
World Senior Olympic Association
and they include “no dunking.”
I’lease thank your reporter for
her story and I look forward to the
continued challenge of compet
ing with the (Lil Poly students in
the kec (Center. I’m usually on the
gN’iii courts on Mond.w afternoons
and Tlnirsd.iy late mornings.
It is suggested that the students
look for the oldest guy in the gv’in,
and it will surely he this old timer.
kememher the Senior Olym
pic slogan: “(irowing old is not for
sissies."
Don Morris
limeritns profes.sor

Angela will transforin ASI
I offu i.illy met Angela at the
environmental mixer in the begin
ning of October after giving a
closing talk about the state ot the
campus sustainahiliry movement.
She approached me and said “Eli,
I’m Angela Kramer, I’m a politi
cal science major, and I admit that
I don’t know everything about

sustainability, hut I know it’s very
important and I w^nt to learn.” .My
initial reaction w.is skeptical, but
Angela proved me wmng.
(K er the next few months, An
gela attended Empower Poly meet
ings, educated herself .ibout the
issues, volunteered at Focus the Na
tion. and most importantly, lever
aged her position on the ASI Board
of I )ireetors to elevate the eom ersation on sustainability. She was a
huge internal advocate for the kec
Center Expansion Le.idership in
Energ\ and Environmental Design
(LEED) certification opinion poll,
and recently eo-sponsored ASI
kesolution 0H-(I8:“ASI Supports
the Establishment of an Othee of
Sustainahility.’ Tod.iy. Angela has the
strongest sustainability platform of
any of the candidates, and is walk
ing the talk with organic T-shirts
and a Zero Waste campaign.
.Angela's eommitment to sustainahilitv is impressive and authentic,
hut the real reason she’s getting
my vote is because of her ability to
bring ideas from the grassroots to
the decision makers.
This year, we have a chance
to transform the stagnant student
government we’ve grown to accept

into an ASI that acts as a vehicle
for change on campus and a kEAL
voice for the students. If you want
to see w hat’s possible with a real
advocate at the helm of ASI, cast
your vote for Angela.
Chad Worth
Industrial etmineerhm senior

Thank you Mustang Daily
editors
We would like to congratulate
the fine writers at the Mustang
1).iily for their truly groundbreak
ing article regarding the link be
tween alcohol and college drop-out
rates. Higher-level media across
the globe are sure to quickly pick
up this theory, especially because it
sliattcrs all the previously accepted
connections between college stu
dents and alcohol abuse. We eagerly
anticipate the next innovative piece
of journalism that the Mustang
Daily chooses to publish.Thank
you again for your continued
excellence in the field of deliver
ing up-to-date news relevant to the
students.
Mark Gabaya
Industrial enj^ineerinii senior
Krystin Thomas
Business sophomore
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**It is better to f^asp the universe as it really is^ than to persist in delt4sion. **

•ft blueprint

- C a r i S a b a ti, a stro n o m er a n d astrophysicist
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Getting back to basics

For the past Few weeks, the national dia
logue in this country has been a delusion.
IVople have been talking about pastors,
patriotism and elitism while ignoring the
critical issues facing this country, such as the
ongoing wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, or the
deteriorating U.S. economy.To be fair, 1 un
derstand why certain groups (namely Kepublicans and the 24-hour news businesses)
would prefer to tlivert attention toward
Kev. Jeremiah Wright rather than focus
ing on the catastrophes they helped create.
Nevertheless, when 1 read that April was the
deadliest month in Iraq in more than seven
months, 1 am reminded of Sagan’s quote and
the need to break this delusional debate. Ul
timately. if we are to thrive as a nation, we
cannot become immersed in side spectacles
while ignoring the realities around us. We
need to get back to discussing solutions to
our problems, something this ctilumn will
try to do regarding the Iraq war.
May 1 marked the five-year anniversary
of the president’s “ Mission Accomplished’’
speech about Iraq; that same day, two sui
cide bombers attacked an Iraqi wedding
ceremony, killing
people and wounding
67.The sad truth is, despite heavily investing
U.S. blood and treasure, our nebulous mis
sion in Iraq is far from accomplished. But
the deaths of 50 U.S. soldiers and more than
1,000 Iraqis in April alone disproves claims
of “progress.”
Furthermore, (ien. David Fetraeus’s testi
mony last month gave little hope to the no
tion o f “progress” in Iraq when he said, “We
haven’t turned any corners. We haven’t seen
any lights at the end of the tunnel.” Looking
back, it is clear that the “peace” that exist
ed in Iraq recently was not due to political
progress or the “surge,” but mainly because
o f the whims o f radical cleric Muqtada AlSadr, who decided on a temporary ceasefire
that has since expired.
In fact, Iraq continues to be governed
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more and more by ethnic militia groups
that roam around the country, wiping out
rival factions and innocent civilians. These
sectarian groups operate unchecked because
Iraq’s central government is weak and cor
rupt, and U.S. troops are too overextended
to play the role of police (the actual Iraqi
police force has been infiltrated by militia
members). Furthermore, massive unemploy
ment and crumbling infrastructure continue
to feed the ranks of these militias and crimi
nal gangs.
So what is the solution to all this? First
we must accept the reality that there are no

nkwsart

good options left (that ship has long since
sailed) and that only Iraqis can achieve po
litical reconciliation among themselves (it
is their country after all, right?). With those
two assumptions, the “least worst option”
for Iraq is to adopt Sen.Joseph Biden’s plan,
which received tremendous bipartisan sup
port and was passed overwhelmingly in the
Senate last September (75-23). Naturally,
the Bush administration opposed the idea.
Sen. Biden’s plan calls for decentraliz
ing political power in Iraq and allocating it
among three self-governing federated re
gions; Kurd, Shiite and Sunni, which should

mitigate the power struggle engulfing the
country. The central government would be
left in charge of common interests such as
border security and the distribution of oil
revenues, but the individual regions would
be largely autonomous from one another in
their day-to-day operations.
Although decentralization might seem
radical, it really is not, as Iraq’s constitution
allows for the creation of federal regions.
Furthermore, Biden’s plan brings angry
Sunni factions (once the ruling minority
ot Iraq) into the deal by guaranteeing them
a proportional share of oil revenue (several
billions of dollars). F.ach group would have
an incentive to maximize i>il prodiictitin,
making, as Biden says, “oil the glue that
binds the country together.”
Some critics argue that this plan is a par
tition of the country, but the truth is that
things are already heading that way because
of the current massive ethnic cleansing of
neighborhoods. By dividing the land along
etlmic lines, it dramatically reduces the
bloodshed by literally putting space be
tween each group, allowing them to govern
their own people as they see fit, as opposed
to following a central government that is
constantly in disagreement over regional
policy.
If this plan sounds familiar, it’s because
it has been successfully adopted in other
violent sectarian regions, the most re
cent being Bosnia in 1695. Thirteen years
ago, Bosnia was being torn apart by ethnic
cleansing and civil war amongst a handful
of ethno-religious groups. The U.S. eventu
ally stepped in to keep the country whole
by paradoxically dividing it into ethnic fed
erations amongst the Muslims, CToats and
Serbs. Now, more than a decade later, a frag
ile peace still holds.
Patrick Mohiar is a business junior and a lib
eral columnist for the Mustang Daily.

GUEST COMMENTARY

We finally agree
Not surprisingly, as the presidents of the
Cal Foly College Republicans and Cal Poly
Democrats, we are rarely in agreement. Our
paths first crossed in middle school, back in
the days when life was so much simpler, when
student elections depended on who the nic
est person was, or who was more popular, or
maybe even whomever passed out more can
dy with their name on it. College changed
everything. Freshman year, we ended up on
opposite sides of our dorm room, and ironi
cally, four years later we’re on opposite sides
of the political spectrum. And w'hile our
respective parties are usually at war, we’ve
found it necessary to put aside our differences
and unite over what we feel is for the greater
good of our campus — Angela Kramer for
Associated Student Inc. president.
After taking a look at all three candidates’
platforms, we realized that each candidate has
a very different stance on how ASl should
be run, and each one appeals to a different
type of student. But if Angela’s campaign can
unite two polar-opposite people like us, just
think about the effect her presidency will
have on the campus as a whole.
The role of the ASl president is to listen
to student voices and act on student choices.
Many students feel that they have not been

represented during the past few years or that
tiieir student government leaders are unaccessible. Now more than ever, change has
become crucial in order to promote a real
student community on this campus. Angela
can be our agent for change.
You may wonder what kind of experience
Angela has to offer, but as fellow campus lead
ers, we can vouch that she is no stranger to
campus politics. As a political science major,
Angela understands government m ways that
the others are hard-pressed to compete with.
From her extensive work as a student activist,
she has led campaigns, marched for equality
and stood up at ASl board meetings when all
others remained silent. An important example
of this lies in the recent student outcry over
the pending contract with JUC in Saudi Ara
bia. Students wanted a forum to have their
concerns addressed when previous attempts to
talk about the issue were shut down. Angela
was the only member of the Board of Direc
tors who stood up in public repeatedly, not
only against discriminatory programs, but also
in support of the rights of students to be heard
by members of the Cal Poly administration,
including President Baker.
One thing is clear when talking to Angela:
She looks to take into consideration the many

different points of view of the student body.
She will not exclude voices that do not agree
with her own because she is a true advocate
of free speech. Representation that notes di
versity o f opinion, background and social per
spective (as her platform states) is vital to a
well-rounded college experience.
A significant part of her platform is her
focus on sustainability — a realistic goal with
possible solutions. At the risk of sounding
like the recent (iingrich/Pelosi or Robertson/Sharpton commercials on “Global Cli
mate Change,” we’re going to tell you why
both o f us can get behind this platform point.
Liberals often discuss their motivations re
garding sustainability as being about protect
ing the environment, as well as alleviating
our dependence on foreign oil. To continue
that thread, it’s safe to say that conservatives
would lean toward discussing the ways that
sustainability is good for the economy. The
more money we can save on energy costs,
the better we can stimulate healthy spend
ing in our communities and our individual
pocketbooks.
So, we want someone who can walk the
walk, and Angela’s track record is proof of
her dedication to this movement. During
her time on the Board of Directors, she co

authored a resolution promoting the Office
o f Sustainability. And her current campaign
includes a pledge to create a campus-w'ide
composting program and recycling bins in
every classroom. Improving the Health Cen
ter and generating relationships with down
town businesses are formidable ambitions;
however, we need to put our energy first to
improve areas that are within the jurisdic
tion of ASl and use student government lob
bying power to influence the rest. Angela’s
campaign is about tackling a variety of stu
dent challenges, including student safety and
diversity, yet still maintaining goals that are
genuine and feasible.
Today and tomorrow, you have the op
portunity to elect a woman who is passion
ately committed to being your leader. She
bleeds green and gold and is determined to
provide a student government that promotes
the student voice above all else. We believe in
creating an ASl that we can all take pride in,
and that’s why we’re voting Angela Kramer
for president.
Christina Chiappe is a social sciences senior
and the president of the Cal Poly College Repub
licans. Erica Janoff is an industrial engineering se
nior and the president of the Cal Poly Democrats.
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Crossword

36 Carry away, in a
way
1 Came down (on)
5 Word processing 38 Zebra feature
39 Lunch specialty
command
of an Emmy9 Off the wall
winning actor?
14 Word before luck
43 Informed about
or cluck
44 Popular online
15 Cut. maybe
magazine
16 Studio sign
45 Part of M.YO.B.
17 To boot
46 Topple
18 Ill-considered
49 Pass
19 Targets of some
51 Clinton cabinet
busts
member
20 Breakfast
satirized by Will
specialty of a
Ferrell
rock singer?
53 Arkansas River
23 First name in
city
cosmetics
57 Dinner specially
24 King of the stage

of an R8B
singer?

25 Spanks hard
29 Constant
complainers

62 Spectrum part

33 Relaxing place

64 Docent's offering

63 Busy place
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65 Bicker
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69 Foreboding
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1 Bit of wisdom
2 Downtimes

Brad Pitt and Angelina Jolie at the Adoption Ageney

3 "No more,
thanks'
4 Butchers’
offerings

5u Ido Iku

5 Toiler of yore
6 Purim’s month
7 Workbench
attachment

© Puzzles:
C o m p le te t h e g r id so th a t e v e ry ro w , c o lu m n a n d 3 x3 b o x

8 ___ alcohol
9 Makeshift
bookmark

Puxjl«by Mictuwl LangwaM

10 Angered and
enraged, e g

34 Le Pew of
cartoons

11 Oracula feature
12 Big Turkish
export

27 Pueblo dweller
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22 Wall St
watchdog
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70 Freshman, most
likely

26 Pnestly garment
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68 Brute

21 More recent

M

oooo! see IF you can
HIT ANOTHER AFRICAN CoUNTR/.I./.l

67 A law ___ itself

13 Mos and mos.

M

I ’D LOVE TO
DANCE WITH YOU.
LE T ME PUT MY
DRINK DOWN FIRST

THIS UNFAIR
TREATMENT ISN’T TUST
YOUR IMAGINATION?

El)c îicut Mork
Across

popcullurecomics com O Doug Bratton 200X

28 Topic for Vogue
1 B T ] 30 Mil. alliance
since 1949
S E R
L A G 31 Had down
E M S 32 Tatlor-made

L e t ft

'

47 It may be under
your hat

56 Rubber hub

35 Perched on

48 Brian of ambient
music

58 Bit of aquarium
growth

37 Pizazz

50 Sound of rebuke

59 Fuzzy fruit

40 More than big

52 Expressed
amazement

60 ‘ Did you _ _ ? !*

54 Director Sergio

62 French red wine,
informally

33 Tater

41 LAX posting
42 Religious
offshoots

55 Brown, perhaps

c o n ta in s e v e ry d ig it fr o m 1 t o 9 in c lu s iv e ly .

57 Teed off

61 Lacking moisture

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a
credit card. 1-800-814-5554.
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years' 1-888-7-ACROSS.
Online subscriptions: Today's puzzle and more than 2,000
past puzzles, nytimes.com/crosswords ($39.95 a year).
Share bps: nytimes.com/puzzleforum. Crosswords for young
solvers. nytimes.cora'leaming.'xwords.
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Bryant
continued from page ¡6

behind James, is the first Laker to win the MVP award
since O ’Neal. Other Lakers to win since the award
was first presented in 1956 were Kareein Abdul-jabbar
and Magic Johnson — each three times. Abdul-jabbar
also won three with Milwaukee.
“1 didn’t expect this award would come to me,”
Bryant said. “I’m surprised. I’ve played pretty well in
other seasons. C')ur team hasn’t been as good. Things
just fell into place.”
Bryant and O ’Neal led the Lakers to three con
secutive championships, from 2000-02, and a berth
111 the finals in 2004. The Lakers since hadn’t won a
playoff series until sweeping Denver in the first round
last month.
Bryant and O ’Neal were often at odds during their
eight years together. Assistant coach Brian Shaw, who
played for the Lakers from 1999-03, has noticed a big
difference in Bryant.
“ He’s a much better teammate now than he was in
the championship days. That’s a credit to his matura
tion. There were definitely times when he was not a
good teammate. No one worked harder than he did.
The same is true today,” Shaw said.
“In terms of connecting with his teammates off the
court, he didn’t do that very much. Now, from what
1 hear, he goes out to dinner with them all the time.
Who knows? Maybe he likes these teammates better
than us,” Shaw added with a laugh.
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One mistake
shouldn't cost you
1

your summer.
DUL DRUG C A StS, DRUNK
IN PUBLIC, MISDEMEANORS.
& PERSONAL INJURY.
F-ffectivc, AfTorcUblc, Personalized I^gal
Representation & Advice in a Coniidentia] Setting

805 544-7693
>

www.stulberg.com *jstulberg^stuiberg.com'
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CLASSIFIEDS

Mustang Daily Classifieds
Online and in print!
wwu.niustansdaily.net/
classifieds

HELP WANTED

HELP WANTED

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HOUSING

Kids' Summer Camp
Counselors - The City of
Morro Bay is hiring
Counselors for their
Summer Kids' Camp
program. This is a
part-time position, 20-40 hr/
wk, beginning June 16th and
running thru August 15th.
$8.76-9.12/hr. Staff is
responsible for child
supervision as well as
preparation and providing
age appropriate activities and
excursions. To apply, contact
the City of Morro Bay @
772-6207 or visit our website
at www.morro-bay.ca.us.
Deadline to apply: 5/23/08.

College mixlels needed
College Girls Calendar, Central
Coast 2(X)9 is kxiking for
college girls from the central
coast to mixJel in this new
calendar! If you attend Cal
Poly or Cuesta. send an email
to ealendarcolleges@gmail.
com with name, college, 1
headshot and 2 bcxly shots
(don’t need to be professional,
but recent). No experience
required. Deadline to apply:
5/18/08

To the Girl (Tara?) in the
silver/ gray Tacoma-looking
truck with the camper shell..
I would like to thank you for
giving me a ride to my car
when I sprained my ankle
last quarter. It was such a
kind an generous act. one
of those that reassures my
faith in the human popula
tion knowing that there are
people like you in the world.
-the guy with the sprained
ankle (Brian) PS I wish I had
done this earlier.. **If you
are this Tera/ Tara, please
email mustangdailyclassifieds@gmail.com so we
know you got this.

Free List of all Houses and
Condos For Sale in SIT).
Call Nelson Real Estate
546-1990 OR email
steve@slohomes.com

Visit mustangdaily.net/classifieds to see photos, links,
and more information! Place
your ad today!
Central Coast EV's
2161 Broad St, SLO
594-0110

ANNOI N C E M E M S
DISC GOLF FUNDRAISER
Laguna Lake - 5/10/08. $30
(includes lunch). 4 ways to
win! CTPCompetition.
Sign Up at
W W W . SLODISCGOLF.com
Unlimited yoga classes $90 for
90 days. Smiling Dog Yoga
546-91(1). 1227 Archer St.
www.smilingdogyogaSLO.com

Z
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TODAYS PAPER
centralcoastevs.com
all electric, all th e tim e!

Sign up on
■vVv'v^A'.tiiyspace.corTv'’zclijbslo,com
arid win Z-Bucks!

I

Initial consuhation U always confidential & free

su

Play our brand new
NPPL Airfield!

CHECK IT OUT IN
MUSTANGDAILY.NET

15

a il y

A P sports writerJimmy Golden contributed to this report
from Boston.

Sat it Sun 9am-5pm
805-602-8629

KNGINEKRING INTERNS
The City of Novato Public
Works Department is recruit
ing 2 Engineering interns to
work this summer in the
Engineering Division. One
position will be in Private
Projects/Engineering and the
other in Capital Improve
ment Projects. These
positions are suitable for
students with a background/
experience in Civil
Engineering and/or
computers. Rate of $12.35/
hour. Requires City of
Novato Application, avail
able at www.ci.novato.ca.us.
Applications Accepted Until:
May 29, 2008. For further
information, contact
415-899-8962 or
pvaldivi@ci.novato.ca.us

D

Bryant has said this was his best regular season and
his most enjoyable — very different from his feelings
last spring.
First, he challenged the Lakers to upgrade their
roster, then demanded a trade.
Things quieted down and Bryant said all the right
things during training camp until Lakers owner Jerry
Buss said he would listen to trade offers. That upset
Bryant again, but he promised he would focus on bas
ketball once the season began.
And so he did.
After a 9-S start, the Lakers put it together. The
most obvious upgrades were Fisher and Pan Gasol,
acquired Feb. 1 from Memphis. The Lakers already
had Andrew Bynum, Jordan Farmar and Sasha Vujacic
— all former first-round draft choices — when Bry
ant had his tirade last spring. All three, especially the
20-year-old Bynum, showed great improvement, but
the 7-footer hasn’t played since injuring his left knee
Jan. 13.
Another talented newcomer, Trevor Ariza, has
been sidelined since breaking his right foot Jan. 20.
Ciasol missed nine games late in the season because of
a sprained ankle.
Through it all, led by their MVP, the Lakers kept
winning. And now they appear to have as good a
chance as any team to win another NBA champion
ship.

A Great Place to Bust Your Balls!
♦

HELP WANTED

ustang

TRAVEL
GRADUATION WEEK
Avila Beach 5 Star Resort
sleeps 4. $1200/ wk. 805528-1155. sanluisbayinn.com
bsai@charter.net
^ Big Brothwi Big Sisttrs.

J

B o w l/.. Kids'Sc

Strike it BIG!

3 male Cal Poly engineering
students seeking a 4th
roommate in 4 bdrm house
on Johnson ave. Please
contact Navid Saiidnia at
925-216-7197 and leave
name and phone number.
LOST AND FOUND
Lost anything? Please
contact Cal Poly Lost and
Found in building 70 or at
805-756-7469.
LOST Prescription glasses!
Black rims with clear purple
stripe. Please! you don't
want me driving without
them! (510)856-7486
FOUND Sport wrist watch.
Outside Building 26, Call
(805)441-6524
Lost and found ads are free!
Place your ad today!

PIsase ioin us May 18th
Mustang Lanes
register at www.slobtgs.org
call 805.781.3226

Run a Classified Display
“Mustang Mini"! Contact
your ad rep at 756-1143

SPO R TS

m u sta n g d a ily.n e t
Wednesday, May 7, 2(K)8

SPORTS e d i t o r : D onovan Aird
inust,ingdiilysports(^ginail.coin
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Maiden’s new voyage a success
Junior is Mustangs second-leading hitter a year after
earning all-conference second-team honors as a pitcher
Sara Wright
MUSTAN(; DAILY
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NICK CAMACHO

MUSTANG DAILY

Cal Poly junior centerfi^lder Jenna Maiden, shown Saturday during a doubleheader
against UC Davis, has batted better than .300 in her first season as a full-time outfielder.

For Jenna Maiden, change is a good
thing.
The 21-year-old junior has shown she can
adapt and thrive in many positions for the
Cal Poly softball team, playing as a pitcher,
rightfielder and utility player before a suc
cessful move to center field this season.
“ I wanted to become more of a leader and
took the position o f a role player,” Maiden
says. “Whatever positions our coach wanted
me to play, I would put forth the energy and
hard work to become the best that I could
for the team.”
Prior to the switch. Maiden collected a
team high in wins in the circle for C'al Poly
in 2007 by compiling a 13-4 record while
boasting a 2.4 ERA.
Through 43 games this season, the relo
cated Maiden is second for the Mustangs m
batting average (.304) and RBI (21), and has
surpassed her 2007 totals in runs, hits, triples
and home runs.
Cal Poly head coach jenny Condon has
praised Maidens improvement upon transi
tioning to her new role in center field.
“She provides some power and consis
tency offensively,” Condon says. “ I just ex
pect her to continue getting belter and bet
ter, and, as she becomes more confident in
herself, to bring a little bit more leadership
as a senior.”
One of Maiden s best performances this
year came in March at the Sacramento Statehosted Capital Classic Tournament, which
she entered with one home run and left with
three, as well as team-leading totals in runs
(six), hits (eight), RBI (11), total bases (19)
and slugging percentage (1.056). She was
named Big West Conference ¡‘layer o f the
Week the following Monday.
Her versatility was rewarded with three
separate All-Big West merits in 2007, includ
ing second-team distinction as a pitcher and

«'I

Bryant wins first MVP award
John Nadel
ASMH lATED PRESS

LOS ANGELES — Finally, an MVP
award for Kobe Bryant.
Regarded as the NBA’s best player for
several years but never its most valuable,
Bryant earned the honor at last on Tuesday
after leading the Los Angeles Lakers to the
best record in the Western Conference.
He called the award a blessing and an
honor and emphasized that he wants anoth
er trophy this year.
“ It’s Hollywood, it’s a movie script. The
perfect ending would be for us to hold a
championship trophy at the end of it,” Bry
ant said at a news conference attended by his
teammates, club officials, his wife and two
daughters.
“This is an award I couldn’t have won on
my own. I can’t thank these guys (his team
mates) enough.These are my guys, these are
my brothers. Let’s get ready for tomorrow.”
The Lakers try to take a 2-0 lead against
Utah in their conference semifinal on
Wednesday night. Bryant will receive the
MVP trophy from commissioner David
Stern before the game.
Bryant entered the season as the league’s

two-time defending scoring champion. He
had finished as high as third in the MVP vot
ing twice — after the 2(K)2-03 season, when
he averaged 30 points for the first time, and
last year when Dallas’ Dirk Nowitzki won.
“1 don’t know anybody who’s ever de
served this trophy more. I don’t know any
body who’s ever worked as hard to accom
plish what he’s accomplished,” said Lakers
coach Phil Jackson, who had five-time MVP
Michael Jordan with Chicago and was at the
Lakers’ helm when Shaquille O ’Neal won
the award in 2000.
Bryant received 82-first-place votes and
1,105 points in the media vote. He was fol
lowed by New Orleans’ Chris Paul (28 and
889), Boston’s Kevin Garnett (15 and 670)
and Cleveland’s LeBron James (1 and 438).
“ I’ve said since two, three years ago that
Kobe Bryant is the best player in the league,”
James said before the Cavaliers faced the
Celtics in Game 1 of their Eastern Confer
ence semifinal series. “He’s been the best
player the last five, six years. I’m glad he won
it. His team had a great year, finishing first
in the West.”
This season, there was no denying the
Lakers’ 6-foot-6 star. Los Angeles rose to the
top of the West despite key injuries and fol-

an honorable-mention nod as a rightfielder
and a utility player.
Maiden’s recent accomplishments are es
pecially impressive considering she entered
the 2007 season with only five collegiate atbats.
“My love for this game has far exceed
ed the struggles and triumphs 1 have gone
through, and I’m so proud of the person
and player I have developed into,” she says.
“Softball has helped me to become a stron
ger person and deal with everything life has
to offer.”
Maiden started playing T-ball at age 5 —
with boys, as she wasn’t allowed to play softball until she was 7.
Following a stellar prep career at Righetti
High in Santa Maria, where Maiden was a
four-year letterwinner and All-Fac 5 League
First Team and All-San Luis Obispo County
selection, she joined the Mustangs as a walkon her freshman year, though she was recov
ering from shoulder surgery.
“Many people were doubtful as to wheth
er 1 would ever start another softball game
again,” she says. “I feel my hard work and re
siliency helped to show what kind of softball
player I really was.”
While Maiden says the season thus far
hasn’t turned out as well as the Mustangs (2221) may have planned, she thinks the coming
years will put the program on a path toward
winning a national championship.
“I am so impressed with the amount of
hard work we have all put into this season,”
she says. “ I feel that each and every one of us
has a will and desire to win ... individually,
we have all done some great things.”
Maiden, who hopes to use her experience
at Cal Poly to coach softball in the future, has
been as valuable as any of those individuals
to Condon.
“She definitely leads by example in how
hard she works,” Condon explains. “I expect
there to be lots of leaders next year, Jenna
being one of them.”
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Los Angeles Lakers
guard Kobe Bry
ant, right, accepts
the NBA’s Most
Valuable Player
award from Kia
Motors public
relations director
Alex Fedorak on
Tuesday in L,A.
A.SSOCIATED PRESS

lowing Bryant’s trade demands last spring
when his team was eliminated in the first
round by Phoenix for the second straight
year.
Bryant averaged 28.3 points,6.3 rebounds,
5.4 assists and 1.84 steals while playing all 82
games despite tearing a ligament in his right
pinkie in February. He put off surgery until
after the Olympics.
The knock on the 29-year-old Bryant
had been that he didn’t make those around
him better — not anymore.
“H e’s deserving in this particular season.

with all of the question marks and every
thing going on coming into the season and
the uncertainty,” teammate Derek Fisher
said. “Not only did he statistically have an
MVP type of season, everybody can reason
ably say they were better this year because of
what he did. He met the so-called criteria,
elevating his teammates’ games.”
Word leaked last Friday night that Bryant
had won the award.
Bryant, second in the NBA in scoring
see Bryant, page 15

